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“My role as the NHCF's impact investment intern introduced me to the world of socially responsible investing and has redirected my career search to focus on investment firms with specific impact or mission investing funds.”

The New Hampshire Charitable Foundation allows local donors to take an organized approach to giving and to better understand the needs in their region. For over nearly five decades, it has launched initiatives and built partnerships with individuals, families, businesses, nonprofits and government agencies. NHCF seeks to strengthen communities and to inspire greater giving by investing charitable assets, connecting donors with organizations, ideas and people, and leading and collaborating on important public issues.

While at NHCF, Nell:

• created investment due diligence templates and shared tracking materials for New Hampshire, Maine and Vermont to use for joint impact investing opportunities
• evaluated a variety of impact investment opportunities for the Foundation, analyzing each for specific criteria for financial return, geographical location, and social impact
• utilized portfolio construction and risk analysis skills learned in Capital Markets to help the Foundation create an asset allocation for its impact investment portfolio
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